HOW MERCHANTS CAN ADD
VALUE – PLANE AND SIMPLE
Specialist hardwood importer C Blumsom’s
managing director Mark Price said, “The versatility
and speed of the Cube inspired us to offer our
customers 1-hour milling. This has been taken up
by small builders, DIYers and even contractors
companies working in London who ‘need it now’
and can’t wait for their usual supply, and is a great
addition to our range of services.”

Timber merchants are now able to add value
by producing PAR material to special sizes on
demand. With the most basic of training, foursided planing with Weinig’s Cube Plus has never
been so easy.
Day-to-day, you need machinery that is both
robust and simple to operate. The Cube Plus
delivers precisely this for easy planing up either to
customer order, or to replenish stock quickly.
Over 120 of Weinig’s easy-to-use four-sided
planers have been sold in the UK. The latest
Cube Plus makes this simple processing machine
a must-have for every timber supplier and outlet,
with national builders’ merchants Jewsons and
Buildbase the latest to take advantage of the
simplicity of the Cube Plus.
Weinig UK managing director Malcolm
Cuthbertson says, “The Weinig Cube Plus is a

neat, inexpensive piece of kit that has become an
indispensable workhorse of every modern timber
facility. Anyone can use a Cube; simply enter the
finish size onto the screen and the lasers assist
positioning. Then you simply push timber into the
planer. Ease of use, health and safety features
and flexibility all come together in Weinig’s Cube”.

Alsford Timber installed the 100th Weinig Cube
in the UK at its main branch in Erith, Kent; home
to the company’s timber mill and production
centre for its 19 branches across the South East.
Roy Stevens, timber support for Alsford Timber
said, “We need to make sure our machines are
being used in the most efficient way possible.
Having the Cube Plus means that we don’t tie up
our moulders just for four-sided planing. It helps
us work more efficiently and it is so easy to use,
operators can start using it within a matter of
minutes. We are really pleased to have Weinig’s
100th Cube in the UK at Alsford Timber.”

Exceptionally simple setting is supported by
automatic adjustments, and the MoulderPreView
(MPV) green and red lasers clearly show exactly
how much will be planed off before the timber
goes through. The Cube Plus creates straight,
dimensionally accurate, 90-degree right-angled
workpieces in a single pass.
New features for the Cube Plus include a 10-inch
touchscreen, improved chip extraction, noise
reduction, and the EasyLock knife change system
which enables the operator to change knives
without dismounting the cutterhead.

Weinig Expo UK - Innovation
Centre for Manufacturing
Excellence
The UK has a brand new centre of
technical excellence. Located in
Abingdon, Weinig Expo UK is an
innovation centre for manufacturing
excellence, which houses more than
20 of the latest machines from the
global leader of solid wood processing
machinery and systems. Weinig,
sister company Holz-Her, and modern
classical machines from Hofmann offer
practical solutions to timber merchants.
Contact sales@weinig.co.uk or call
01235 557600 to arrange your tour
and discuss how you can add value
to your timber.
For more information, visit
www.weinig.co.uk
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